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SPLIT SERVING OF COMPUTER CODE

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] This document generally describes technology related to computer

security, including in the improvement of computer operation for securing access

to sensitive data.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Operators of web server systems and other systems that serve

content to the public face a number of challenges. Computer fraudsters may

interfere with the serving of content by placing code on computers of

unsuspecting users, where that code may intercept communications between the

computers and the web server systems for illicit purposes, such as identifying

passwords and other credentialing information. Fraudsters may also form

botnets for attacking content providers, such as for making attempts to access

those content providing systems using stolen credentials or for performing denial

of service attacks in a coordinated manner on a content provider. Alternatively,

legitimate systems may repeatedly request content from such content providing

systems as a means of scraping the content, e.g., to perform indexing for a

search engine. Any or all of these activities may place risks on a content serving

system and/or put problematic loads on them, and may require distinguishing

legitimate activity from illegitimate.



SUMMARY

[0003] This document generally describes computer-based technology for

improving security of computer systems. As described here, a system may

identify that a request has been made to a content serving system to have

content served, and may institute a process for testing the bona fides of the

requester. For example, code may be provided to a client that made the request,

where the code may perform a number of tests on the client to determine

whether it is likely a human-controlled client or a bot-controlled client. If the tests

indicate the client is human-controlled, the client's request may be forwarded to a

web server system or other such system to which the request was directed, and

content may be served to the client (though perhaps with security

countermeasures applied to it). If the tests indicate that the client is most likely

bot-controlled, access may be denied to it or false content (which looks like the

true requested content) may be provided to the client in order to further test it. If

the initial test is less determinant (it does not point strongly to the client being

legitimate or illegitimate), the client may be further tested, such as by serving a

CAPTCHA or similar test to confirm whether the client is human-controlled or not.

Such follow-up tests may be harder for a bot to perform or fake (and thus more

likely to lead to resolution of whether the client is legitimate or illegitimate than

were the initial tests), but also more intrusive on a legitimate user of a client

(though such invasiveness can be tolerated because it does not occur often, and

it gives valuable information that was not generated by the initial tests).



[0004] The particular testing described here may be performed by a

security intermediary that is separate from the web server system or other

content server system. For example, a company that serves content may

contract with a security service company to be provided with a security

intermediary to which requests to the content server system are rerouted (e.g.,

the security server system serves as a proxy for the content server system). The

security intermediary may serve the code for testing the client, which may be

termed "reconnaissance code," and may make the determination whether to pass

a request from the client to the content server system. In certain circumstances,

the intermediary may also provide security countermeasures to whatever content

is ultimately served to the client, such as by applying polymorphic

transformations to the content, as described in more detail below.

[0005] In one implementation, a computer-implemented method for

securing a content server system is disclosed and comprises identifying that a

request has been made by a client computing device for serving of content from

the content server system; serving, to the client computing device and for

execution on the client computing device, reconnaissance code that is

programmed to determine whether the client computing device is human-

controlled or bot-controlled; receiving, from the reconnaissance code, data that

indicates whether the client computing device is human-controlled or bot-

controlled; and serving follow-up content to the client computing device, wherein

the make-up of the follow-up content is selected based on a determination of

whether the client computing device is human-controlled or bot-controlled. Any



or each of the steps of the method may be performed by an intermediary security

system that is separate and distinct from the content server system.

[0006] In certain aspects, the reconnaissance code is arranged to identify

on the client computing device configuration information that indicates whether

the client computing device is configured for a human user. The reconnaissance

code can also be arranged to identify on the client computing device operational

information that indicates how the client computing device is operated after the

reconnaissance code is provided to the client computing device. The method

can additionally comprise, in response to determining that the client computing

device may be bot-controlled, serving to the client computing device code for

performing a challenge-response test to a user of the client computing device,

wherein the challenge-response test can be solved only by a human user.

[0007] In some aspects, serving follow-up content comprises serving fake

code that is not the content from the content server system, in response to

determining that the client computing device is bot-controlled. Also, the fake

code obtains data for determining an identity of the bot or bot operator and sends

the obtained data to a central security server system. Moreover, serving follow-

up content can comprise serving the content from the content server system, with

one or more polymorphic transformations applied to the content in locations that

do not affect functional performance of the content on the client computing

device.

[0008] In other implementations, each of the actions described in the

proceeding paragraphs can be carried out by instructions stored on media of one



or more tangible, non-transitory data storage devices. The actions may also be

carried out by a system having such data storage devices in communication with

one or more computer processors.

[0009] In certain implementations, the systems and techniques discussed

here may provide one or more advantages. For example, a content provider may

readily add a capability to its system to identify when requests are being made of

it that are legitimate request that human-operated client devices. Such a content

provider may, in appropriate circumstances, prevent fraud from being perpetrated

on it or its customers, may conserve scarce processing resources, and may

ensure that content served to legitimate requesters is served reliably and quickly.

In addition, by ensuring that most content is being served to human users,

content metrics such as advertisement clicks can be determined to be more

accurate than otherwise. In these ways, the techniques described here improve

the operation and security of a computer system and portions of a computer

system in a convenient and readily-implementable manner.

[0010] The details of one or more embodiments are set forth in the

accompanying drawings and the description below. Other features and

advantages will be apparent from the description and drawings, and from the

claims.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[001 1] FIGs. 1A-1 D are conceptual representations of an access control

system for an origin server system.



[0012] FIG. 1E is a schematic diagram a system for blocking credential

stuffing attacks.

[0013] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a system for serving transformed

content from a content server system.

[0014] FIG. 3 is a flow diagram showing an example process for split

serving of content in response to a client request.

[0015] FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of a computer system.

[0016] Like reference symbols in the various drawings indicate like

elements.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0017] This document generally describes computer-based systems and

techniques that can be used to serve content to a requesting client device in a

more secure manner. As described in more detail below, when a client device

makes a request for content, such as requesting the serving of a web page, the

client device can initially be served reconnaissance code that is programmed to

execute on the client device to obtain information about the client device and the

manner in which it is operating. Such gathered information may be used to make

a determination of whether the client device is likely operated by a human or by a

bot. That determination may then result in the client device being handled in a

particular way by a security sub-system and/or a content serving sub-system,

such as by affecting the content the client device is served in response to its

request.



[0018] FIGs. 1A-1 D are conceptual representations of an access control

system for an origin server system 106. In general, a scenario 100 is shown by

way of analogy to a human security guard 104 controlling access to the origin

server system 106. The particular analogy shown here is provided in very

simplified form to assist in understanding the more technical description of the

technological mechanisms for providing access control described in more detail

below, which improve the operations of the computer system itself over

approaches that do not use such techniques.

[0019] In FIG. 1A, there is shown an origin server system 106 and a client

computing device 102 that wants to obtain access to the origin server system

106. In a typical example, the origin server system 106 may include a number of

different server subsystems, including a Web server subsystem to serve

webpages and associated content to members of the public that request such

content. For example, the origin server system 106 may be operated by a

banking organization to provide personal banking to customers of the

organization, or by an internet retailer to implement an online catalog ordering

system.

[0020] In the figure, the client computing device 102 is shown as asking

permission to access the origin server system 106. In a typical implementation,

such a request may occur in the form of an HTTP request, and the client

computing device 102 may not know about the presence of the security guard

104 that the origin server system 106 has hired for protection. The yield sign 108

is representative of the security guard 104, which may represent an intermediate



security system that sits in front of the origin server system 106, intercepting

attempts to communicate with the origin server system 106 (e.g., acting as a

proxy server system for the origin server system 106).

[0021] FIG. 1B shows a next step of the analogy, where the security

guard 104 has deployed a guard dog 112 to analyze the client computing device

102. Just as a guard dog 112 may be trained to sniff out particular indications of

illicit activity, such as the smell of drugs or explosives, software by analogy may

be programmed to sniff out indications of illegitimate activity at the client

computing device 102. For example, the guard dog 112 may determine that the

client computing device 102 is not what it pretends to be, such as identifying that

a device ID tag for the client computing device 102 was falsely submitted by the

client computing device 102. The guard 104 may use the guard dog 112 for such

a task, either because the guard 104 cannot approach the client computing

device 102, or the guard 104 does not have the ability to test the client computing

device 102 in the same manner as a guard dog 112. By analogy, a security

intermediary computer system may send out reconnaissance code to execute on

the computing device 102 because the security intermediary computer system is

incapable of closely observing the client computing device 102 from a distance.

For example, if the security intermediary system interrogated the client

computing device 102 remotely, the responses would be more easily faked than

if the security intermediary system sent code to execute right on the client

computing device 102.



[0022] In FIG. 1C, the security dog 112 reports back to the security guard

104. In this example, the dog 112 growls 114 if the client computing device 102

does not appear to be legitimate, such as if it has been taken over by a bot.

Alternatively, the dog 112 may bark happily 116 if the client computing device 102

does check out. The security intermediary system in the form of security guard

104 may then interpret the report from the guard dog 112 as appropriate.

[0023] In FIG. 1D, the security guard 104 makes a determination based

on the feedback he has received from guard dog 112. Action 1 1 8 indicates a

response based on guard dog 112 growling at the client computing device 102

(indicator 114). In this example, the response involves the security guard 104

asking further inquiries of the client computing device 102. By analogy, a security

intermediary may provide additional tests to the client computing device 102,

such as a CAPTCHA or other mechanism for determining whether client device

102 is operated by a human or by a bot.

[0024] Action 120 shows the guard 104 allowing the client computing

device 102 to pass. This action is made in response to the guard dog 112 barking

happily (indicator 116). By analogy, a security intermediary may allow the request

for content that the client computing device directed toward the origin server

system 106 to pass freely to the origin server system 106. Nonetheless, the

system may still assume that the client computing device 102 could be a bot or

otherwise be controlled by an illegitimate party. As a result, the system may apply

security countermeasures to the content that is served by the origin server

system 106. In this example, Pig Latin box 112 (again, a rough analogy) applies



such countermeasures (e.g., recoding transmitted text into Pig Latin) to prevent

an illicit party at client computing device 102 from interfering with the served

content. By analogy, the countermeasures may include polymorphic recoding of

content that is served by the origin server system 106, as explained in more

detailed below.

[0025] FIG. 1E is a schematic diagram of a system 130 for blocking

credential stuffing attacks. In general, the system 130 may be programmed to

implement split serving of code that at a highest level, is analogous to the guard

dog example indicated in FIGs. 1A-1 D.

[0026] In this example, three main subsystems are involved. A Web

server system 138 represents a variety of content providers, such as those

providing content websites that the public may access (e.g. banks, social

networks, on-line retailers, restaurant rating sites, and the like). A security

intermediary 136 is a separate and distinct system from the Web server system

138. The security intermediary 136 may be provided by a third party that is

separate from the operator of the Web server system 138, and may be operated

by such party, or may be operated by the same organization that operates Web

server system 138. The security intermediary 136 is located logically, and

perhaps physically, between the Web server system 138 and a public network

such as the Internet 134. The security intermediary 136 can therefore monitor

communications going into an out of the Web server system 138 and perform

appropriate actions on such communications to ensure the security of the Web

server system 138 and users of the Web server system 138.



[0027] A client device 132 is shown to be representative of a large

number of client devices that may seek to access content from the Web server

system 138. Client device 132 may take a variety of forms such as a desktop

computer, smartphone, tablet computer, and other forms. Particular client

devices may be legitimately operated by a human in ordinary manner by which a

human may enter addresses for web pages by typing them or selecting favorites,

and in other familiar manners. Particular client devices may also be automated,

such as in legitimate search engine web scraping devices. Such devices may

place different amount of load on Web server system 138 based on how often

they attempt to scrape Web server system 138 and how they perform such

scraping. Client device 132 may also be automatic and controlled as part of a

botnet for an illegitimate organization.

[0028] The process arrows connecting the basic components indicate a

typical process that may be carried out by the system 130. A first arrow indicates

a request from client device 132 for Web server resources (e.g., an HTTP

request that includes a URL and perhaps other information). Such a request may

be intercepted by the security intermediary 136, which may determine that the

particular client device 132 has not yet been verified by the system 130, and thus

could be a web scraper or other automated client device that could be harmful to

Web server system 138—or could be a bot controlled by malware. As a result,

security intermediary 136 serves cached content and JavaScript 142 to the client

device 132.



[0029] The cached content may take a form of basic content from the

Web server system 138, but not be the complete number of resources that were

requested by the client device 132. For example, the cached content may be

static content for a web page that the client device requested, such as a page-

specific menu bar, other page chrome, CSS information, and other such data that

may be needed to generate the requested resources in full, but that do not

constitute sensitive parts of the resources (such as login resources, particular

shopping cart resources, and the like) or that do not require extensive computing

in order to serve (like dynamically-generated content might). In certain

implementations, the cached content may be invisible to a user of the client

device, or may include visible content (e.g., a textual message that announces

that a web page is in the process of loading) and invisible content. For example,

cached interrogation content may be included with a page-specific menu bar and

an initially empty page. Successful interrogation interaction may occur while the

user sees the menu bar appear, and may return the remainder of the content and

dynamically write that content into the initially-loaded content.

[0030] The reconnaissance code could also generate a request for the

portion of the content from the origin server system that would allow, e.g., a

browser to make a final protected request. For example, the cachable content in

one example could include all elements for a web page except an "add to cart"

button or form. This secondary, follow-up content may initially be withheld from

serving until a determination can be made that the client device is likely human-

controlled, and can then be served to the client device, and otherwise withheld.



That way, the user can have a rich experienced with the content that does not

need to be secured, and still soon receive the content that does need security

(the add to cart button, which fraudsters may use to improperly order goods

using another person's credentials).

[0031] Such content may be served in the form it was created by an origin

system, or can be re-coded, including using polymorphic transformations across

different servings of the page to client devices determined to be human-

controlled. The request for the remainder of the content (e.g., the add to cart

button) could be performed after interrogating the browser at a random or

arbitrary time on a configurable interval. The variability in the timing can be used

to help distribute load from such requests for a popular resource or a resource

determined to be computationally-intensive (e.g., certain types of dynamic

content). Note that the static requests could be made to a CDN that is more able

to handle spikes in load, whereas the follow-up content may be delivered from a

more secure, dynamic, and central source that may not be as able to handle

spikes (including spikes caused by DDOS attacks), so that the selection of a

different delay period before causing the follow-up content to be served can help

smooth the serving load on such server systems.

[0032] Some or all of the cached content may be cached at the security

intermediary or at a separate system, such as in a distributed content delivery

network (CDN) or other sub-system that provides for more efficient generation

and serving of web resources (as compared to central serving at the origin

server), such as by serving them from a location that is closer to the client



device. Wherever it is cached, the cached content may be regenerated or

refreshed over time, where the triggering of an update may occur periodically or

in response to a triggering event such as a push notification from a content

provisioning system. Such updated content may be provided by the origin

system, or an intermediary. Where the updating is periodic, the periodicity may

depend on how often the content is typically updated and on the criticality of

having updated content.

[0033] The cached content, as noted, may include basic static content for

a web page or other resources, and content for performing reconnaissance and

for performing interrogation of a human user at the client device. Such

interrogation content may be "surfaced" immediately or only upon the

reconnaissance code determining that the client device might be bot-operated

and that additional verification of the device would be wise.

[0034] As noted, JavaScript that is served by the security system may

include reconnaissance code that is programmed to execute on the client device

and make observations about the status of the client device. For example, the

code may determine a current configuration of the client device 132, including

types of hardware installed on the client device 132. Such information may be

used by the code or by the security intermediary 136 to determine that the client

device is hiding its configuration based on information it provided with its request,

or that the client device 132 is inconsistent with a device that would be used by a

typical computer user. For example, the client device 132 may be determined to

have video capabilities that are inconsistent with those of a computer that is



being used by a user, but is instead consistent with a computer that does not

have a human user. The code that is sent to client device 132 may also make

determinations about the manner in which client device is the, so as to indicate

whether it is being used by human or controlled by a bot. For example, the cash

content or JavaScript that is served to the client device 132 may call for

interaction by a user of the client device 132. The manner in which such

interaction is determined to occur may indicate whether that interaction is the true

human user or is instead a bot that is scripted to respond to such content or

code. For example, mouse movements or typing rate may indicate that the

invoice are provided by a human or by a bot.

[0035] The client device 132 may, via execution of the JavaScript 140,

send back to the security intermediary 136 data gathered from such monitoring.

The data may be in relatively raw form or in an analyzed form— i.e., the

reconnaissance code may simply send back data it has gathered and/or it may

perform analysis on the data such as by making a determination of the likelihood

that a client device is bot-operated based on a combination of multiple different

parameters for the device that the code has identified. In particular, the code may

send back data that simply indicates particular configuration parameters for the

client device 132, or may also or alternatively send back an indication that the

various parameters suggests that the device is bot controlled or instead human

controlled. Where the ultimate conclusion is not formed by the code executing

on the client device 132, such a determination may be made at the security

intermediary by way of various mechanisms, including expert rules programmed



by a learning system, basic formulas that take into account multiple inputs and

weightings for each such input, or other relevant mechanisms.

[0036] The security intermediary 136 in this example uses such inputs to

make one of three categorizations for the client device 132, though other

approaches may be employed in other examples. A first determination is an

indefinite determination indicated by arrow 3a, which involves a challenge system

142 performing a challenge of the client device 132 so as to resolve the

ambiguity in such a determination. Such a challenge may take a form that is hard

for a bot to succeed at, and generally requires a human response or success,

such as a CAPTCHA challenge and response. If the client device 132 succeeds

at the challenge in response, it may then be given access to the requested

content as indicated for arrow 5 below.

[0037] Arrow 3b indicates actions that occur when the security

intermediary 136 determines that the client device 132 is most likely to be

controlled by a bot rather than by a human. In such a situation, the client device

132 may have its request for content blocked, in certain situations, may be

served fake content that appears to a bot like the content that it requested, but

that is not such content. For example, if the box was attempting to access a

webpage for transferring money between bank accounts, a mocked up account

transfer page may be supplied to the client device 132 so that the bot on the

device 132 attempts to make such a transfer. Information received from such

interaction by malware on the client device 132 with the fake content may help an

security organization determine the identity of the organization operating the bot,



such as by being able to focus on a particular bank account into which someone

is trying to transfer money across multiple different client devices and banking

customers.

[0038] Arrow 3c indicates actions that occur when the security

intermediary 136 determines that the client device 132 is most likely legitimately

operated by a human operator. In such a situation, the security intermediary 136

may take the request that it originally received at arrow 1 and has subsequently

stored, and may forward that request to Web server system 138. The Web server

system 138 may, without knowledge that all of the foregoing operations have

occurred, serve the content that the client device 132 has requested, as indicated

by arrow 4 . Even though the security intermediary 136 has determined that the

client device 132 is probably operated by a human and is probably a client

device, for additional security, it may applied countermeasures 146 to the content

that the Web server system 138 serves. It may do so by intercepting the content

served by the Web server system 138, and re-coding the content in a variety of

manners to make the content more difficult for a bot or other actor at the client

device 132 from exploiting.

[0039] Arrow 5 shows this serving of a transformed requested webpage

to the client device. Particular mechanisms for transforming the served code,

including by applying polymorphic transformations that cause the code to vary

from one serving to the next so as to form a moving target for any fraud system

that is trying to automatically analyze the content or automatically interact with it,

are described in more detail with respect to FIG. 2 next.



[0040] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a system for serving transformed

content from a content server system, including polymorphic and instrumented

code. The system 200 may be adapted to perform deflection and detection of

malicious activity with respect to a web server system. The system 200 may also

make determinations about whether each particular client with which it interacts

is likely controlled by a human or by a bot, and may react accordingly as

described in more detail above and below.

[0041] The system 200 in this example is a system that is operated by or

for a large number of different businesses that serve web pages and other

content over the internet, such as banks and retailers that have on-line

presences (e.g., on-line stores, or on-line account management tools). The main

server systems operated by those organizations or their agents are designated

as web servers 204a-204n, and could include a broad array of web servers,

content servers, database servers, financial servers, load balancers, and other

necessary components (either as physical or virtual servers).

[0042] A set of security server systems 202a to 202n are shown

connected between the web servers 204a to 204n and a network 210 such as

the Internet. Although both extend to n in number, the actual number of sub

systems could vary. For example, certain of the customers could install two

separate security server systems to serve all of their web server systems (which

could be one or more), such as for redundancy purposes. The particular security

server systems 202a-202n may be matched to particular ones of the web server

systems 204a-204n, or they may be at separate sites, and all of the web servers



for various different customers may be provided with services by a single

common set of security servers 202a-202n (e.g., when all of the server systems

are at a single co-location facility so that bandwidth issues are minimized).

[0043] Each of the security server systems 202a-202n may be arranged

and programmed to carry out operations like those discussed above and below,

and other operations. For example, a policy engine 220 in each such security

server system may evaluate HTTP requests from client computers (e.g., desktop,

laptop, tablet, and smartphone computers) based on header and network

information, and can set and store session information related to a relevant

policy. The policy engine may be programmed to classify requests and correlate

them to particular actions to be taken to code returned by the web server

systems before such code is served back to a client computer. The policy engine

or another component may also cause reconnaissance software to be served to

client devices and may receive reports back from such software in the manners

discussed above and below.

[0044] When such code or data from the code returns, the policy

information may be provided to a de-code, analysis, and re-encode module 224,

which matches the content to be delivered, across multiple content types (e.g.,

HTML, JavaScript, and CSS), to actions to be taken on the content (e.g., using

XPATH within a DOM), such as substitutions, addition of content, and other

actions that may be provided as extensions to the system. For example, the

different types of content may be analyzed to determine naming that may extend

across such different pieces of content (e.g., the name of a function or



parameter), and such names may be changed in a way that differs each time the

content is served, e.g., by replacing a named item with randomly-generated

characters. Elements within the different types of content may also first be

grouped as having a common effect on the operation of the code (e.g., if one

element makes a call to another), and then may be re-encoded together in a

common manner so that their interoperation with each other will be consistent

even after the re-encoding.

[0045] Both the analysis of content for determining which transformations

to apply to the content, and the transformation of the content itself, may occur at

the same time (after receiving a request for the content) or at different times.

Such application of transformations to the content may follow the serving of

reconnaissance code and the analysis of data sent back by such code, to

determine whether the underlying content from the web server systems should

be provided to the client device, even in secured form. For example, the analysis

may be triggered, not by a request for the content, but by a separate

determination that the content newly exists or has been changed. Such a

determination may be via a "push" from the web server system reporting that it

has implemented new or updated content. The determination may also be a

"pull" from the security servers 202a-202n, such as by the security servers 202a-

202n implementing a web crawler (not shown) like web crawler 162 in FIG. 1 to

recursively search for new and changed content and to report such occurrences

to the security servers 202a-202n, and perhaps return the content itself and

perhaps perform some processing on the content (e.g., indexing it or otherwise



identifying common terms throughout the content, creating DOMs for it, etc.).

The analysis to identify portions of the content that should be subjected to

polymorphic modifications each time the content is served may then be

performed according to the manner discussed above and below.

[0046] A rules engine 222 may store analytical rules for performing such

analysis and for re-encoding of the content. The rules engine 222 may be

populated with rules developed through operator observation of particular content

types, such as by operators of a system studying typical web pages that call

JavaScript content and recognizing that a particular method is frequently used in

a particular manner. Such observation may result in the rules engine 222 being

programmed to identify the method and calls to the method so that they can all

be grouped and re-encoded in a consistent and coordinated manner.

[0047] The de-code, analysis, and re-encode module 224 encodes

content being passed to client computers from a web server according to

relevant policies and rules. The module 224 also reverse encodes requests from

the client computers to the relevant web server or servers. For example, a web

page may be served with a particular parameter, and may refer to JavaScript that

references that same parameter. The de-code, analysis, and re-encode module

224 may replace the name of that parameter, in each of the different types of

content, with a randomly generated name, and each time the web page is served

(or at least in varying sessions), the generated name may be different. When the

name of the parameter is passed back to the web server, it may be re-encoded



back to its original name so that this portion of the security process may occur

seamlessly for the web server.

[0048] A key for the function that encodes and de-codes such strings can

be maintained by the security server system 202 along with an identifier for the

particular client computer so that the system 202 may know which key or function

to apply, and may otherwise maintain a state for the client computer and its

session. A stateless approach may also be employed, whereby the system 202

encrypts the state and stores it in a cookie that is saved at the relevant client

computer. The client computer may then pass that cookie data back when it

passes the information that needs to be de-coded back to its original status.

With the cookie data, the system 202 may use a private key to decrypt the state

information and use that state information in real-time to de-code the information

from the client computer. Such a stateless implementation may create benefits

such as less management overhead for the server system 202 (e.g., for tracking

state, for storing state, and for performing clean-up of stored state information as

sessions time out or otherwise end) and as a result, higher overall throughput.

[0049] The de-code, analysis, and re-encode module 224 and the

security server system 202 may be configured to modify web code differently

each time it is served in a manner that is generally imperceptible to a user who

interacts with such web code. For example, multiple different client computers

may request a common web resource such as a web page or web application

that a web server provides in response to the multiple requests in substantially

the same manner. Thus, a common web page may be requested from a web



server, and the web server may respond by serving the same or substantially

identical HTML, CSS, JavaScript, images, and other web code or files to each of

the clients in satisfaction of the requests. In some instances, particular portions

of requested web resources may be common among multiple requests, while

other portions may be client or session specific. The de-code, analysis, and re-

encode module 224 may be adapted to apply different modifications to each

instance of a common web resource, or common portion of a web resource, such

that the web code that it is ultimately delivered to the client computers in

response to each request for the common web resource includes different

modifications.

[0050] Such modification may occur according to a process that analyzes

the code once for each time it changes in a material way, and then applies the

analysis multiple times. For example, elements that can be changed without

affecting the presentation of a web page may be located by way of analysis, as

may additional instances of those elements through all the code (e.g., HTML,

CSS, and JavaScript). A mapping may be made of the types and locations of

such elements. Then, each time the code is to be served, the mapping may be

used to place random characters or other substitute content in place of each

occurrence of each such element. This repeated process may be performed, in

certain implementations, with much less computational overhead than would a

combined reanalysis and substitution for every serving.

[0051] The security server system 202 can apply the modifications in a

manner that does not substantially affect a way that the user interacts with the



resource, regardless of the different transformations applied, even where

different modifications are applied in responding to multiple requests for a

common web resource. For example, when two different client computers

request a common web page, the security server system 202 applies different

modifications to the web code corresponding to the web page in response to

each request for the web page, but the modifications do not substantially affect a

presentation of the web page between the two different client computers. The

modifications can therefore be made largely transparent to users interacting with

a common web resource so that the modifications do not cause a substantial

difference in the way the resource is displayed or the way the user interacts with

the resource on different client devices or in different sessions in which the

resource is requested.

[0052] In some implementations, the decode, analysis, and re-encode

module 224 may be configured to generate challenges, insert challenges, and

validate solutions to challenges that occur in requests from client computers. For

example, the module 224 may determine parameters for an HMAC/SHA-2

hashing challenge, and insert code into content to be served that causes a client

to compute a solution to the challenge. The module 224 may include, for

example, a challenge generator and request validator in some implementations.

[0053] An instrumentation module 226 is programmed to add

instrumentation code to the content that is served from a web server. The

instrumentation code is code that is programmed to monitor the operation of

other code that is served. For example, the instrumentation code may be



programmed to identify when certain methods are called, when those methods

have been identified as likely to be called by malicious software. When such

actions are observed to occur by the instrumentation code, the instrumentation

code may be programmed to send a communication to the security server

reporting on the type of action that occurred and other metadata that is helpful in

characterizing the activity. Such information can be used to help determine

whether the action was malicious or benign.

[0054] The instrumentation code may also analyze the DOM on a client

computer in predetermined manners that are likely to identify the presence of and

operation of malicious software, and to report to the security servers 202 or a

related system. For example, the instrumentation code may be programmed to

characterize a portion of the DOM when a user takes a particular action, such as

clicking on a particular on-page button, so as to identify a change in the DOM

before and after the click (where the click is expected to cause a particular

change to the DOM if there is benign code operating with respect to the click, as

opposed to malicious code operating with respect to the click). Data that

characterizes the DOM may also be hashed, either at the client computer or the

server system 202, to produce a representation of the DOM (e.g., in the

differences between part of the DOM before and after a defined action occurs)

that is easy to compare against corresponding representations of DOMs from

other client computers. Other techniques may also be used by the

instrumentation code to generate a compact representation of the DOM or other

structure expected to be affected by malicious code in an identifiable manner.



[0055] As noted, the content from web servers 204a-204n, as encoded by

de-code, analysis, and re-encode module 224, may be rendered on web

browsers of various client computers. Uninfected client computers 212a-212n

represent computers that do not have malicious code programmed to interfere

with a particular site a user visits or to otherwise perform malicious activity.

Infected client computers 214a-214n represent computers that do have malware

or malicious code (218a-21 8n, respectively) programmed to interfere with a

particular site a user visits or to otherwise perform malicious activity. In certain

implementations, the client computers 212, 214 may also store the encrypted

cookies discussed above and pass such cookies back through the network 2 10 .

The client computers 212, 214 will, once they obtain the served content,

implement DOMs for managing the displayed web pages, and instrumentation

code may monitor the respective DOMs as discussed above. Reports of illogical

activity (e.g., software on the client device calling a method that does not exist in

the downloaded and rendered content) can then be reported back to the server

system.

[0056] The reports from the instrumentation code may be analyzed and

processed in various manners in order to determine how to respond to particular

abnormal events, and to track down malicious code via analysis of multiple

different similar interactions across different client computers 212, 214. For

small-scale analysis, each web site operator may be provided with a single

security console 207 that provides analytical tools for a single site or group of

sites. For example, the console 207 may include software for showing groups of



abnormal activities, or reports that indicate the type of code served by the web

site that generates the most abnormal activity. For example, a security officer for

a bank may determine that defensive actions are needed if most of the reported

abnormal activity for its web site relates to content elements corresponding to

money transfer operations —an indication that stale malicious code may be trying

to access such elements surreptitiously.

[0057] Console 207 may also be multiple different consoles used by

different employees of an operator of the system 200, and may be used for pre

analysis of web content before it is served, as part of determining how best to

apply polymorphic transformations to the web code. For example, in combined

manual and automatic analysis like that described above, an operator at console

207 may form or apply rules 222 that guide the transformation that is to be

performed on the content when it is ultimately served. The rules may be written

explicitly by the operator or may be provided by automatic analysis and approved

by the operator. Alternatively, or in addition, the operator may perform actions in

a graphical user interface (e.g., by selecting particular elements from the code by

highlighting them with a pointer, and then selecting an operation from a menu of

operations) and rules may be written consistent with those actions.

[0058] A central security console 208 may connect to a large number of

web content providers, and may be run, for example, by an organization that

provides the software for operating the security server systems 202a-202n —an

organization separate from the organizations that serve the content. Such

console 208 may access complex analytical and data analysis tools, such as



tools that identify clustering of abnormal activities across thousands of client

computers and sessions, so that an operator of the console 208 can focus on

those clusters in order to diagnose them as malicious or benign, and then take

steps to thwart any malicious activity.

[0059] In certain other implementations, the console 208 may have

access to software for analyzing telemetry data received from a very large

number of client computers that execute instrumentation code provided by the

system 200. Such data may result from forms being re-written across a large

number of web pages and web sites to include content that collects system

information such as browser version, installed plug-ins, screen resolution,

window size and position, operating system, network information, and the like. In

addition, user interaction with served content may be characterized by such

code, such as the speed with which a user interacts with a page, the path of a

pointer over the page, and the like.

[0060] Such collected telemetry data, across many thousands of sessions

and client devices, may be used by the console 208 to identify what is "natural"

interaction with a particular page that is likely the result of legitimate human

actions, and what is "unnatural" interaction that is likely the result of a bot

interacting with the content. Statistical and machine learning methods may be

used to identify patterns in such telemetry data, and to resolve bot candidates to

particular client computers — i.e., to help determine whether a particular computer

is controlled by a bot, and to determine which line of bots it belongs to if possible.

Such client computers may then be handled in special manners by the system



200, may be blocked from interaction, or may have their operators notified that

their computer is potentially running malicious software (e.g., by sending an e-

mail to an account holder of a computer so that the malicious software cannot

intercept it easily).

[0061] FIG. 3 is a flow diagram showing an example process for split

serving of content in response to a client request (e.g., where "split" indicates that

part of the content such as static or unsecure content is first served, with secure

content being served later, typically after code that executed with the rendering of

the first content has reported back that the client device seems to be secure). In

general, the process involves serving reconnaissance code that gathers

information for determining whether a requesting client device is being operated

by a human or by a bot, and then serving follow-up code based on such

determination.

[0062] The process begins at box 302, where a security system intercepts

a request that is made to a content server system. Such interception, may be

performed in the manners discussed above, including using a DNS redirect for

requests that are made to a Web server system.

[0063] At box 304, reconnaissance software is served to the client device

that made the intercepted request to the content server. Such reconnaissance

software may take a variety of forms, and may include content that appears to be

a response to the request in addition to executable code programmed to execute

on the client device to acquire data about various parameters of the client device,

including data that indicates configurations for the client device, data that



indicates hardware on the client device, and data that indicate how the client

device is being operated by a human or bot user. The served software may

execute automatically on the client device and then report back data

automatically to the system that served it. Such data may be encrypted or

otherwise protected from interference by the systems operating on the device,

and may be caused to be transferred in a manner that the data "looks" like data

being sent from content that the Web server system would have served.

[0064] At box 306, a status report is received back from the

reconnaissance software. Such a report may include basic core data, such as a

device ID for the device, information that identifies peripherals used with the

device, information that identifies the operating system and version and the Web

browser and version number, among other things. In certain implementation, the

status report may also include results of analysis of the basic data that have

been performed by the reconnaissance software.

[0065] At box 308, the bot-versus-human status of the client device may

be determined, and a level of confidence in such determination may also be

made. The determination may be made using data generated by the

reconnaissance software in addition to other information, such as the time of day

(perhaps bots are more active at particular times of day), the type of content

provider (e.g., perhaps banks are more likely to be subject to bot attacks), the IP

address for the device (e.g., perhaps bot attacks typically come from particular IP

addresses), and similar information. All such information may be used, for

example, to assign a score to the client device, such as where 0 means the



device is very likely operated by a human and 100 means it is very likely

operated by a bot.

[0066] At box 3 10 , follow-up content is served based on the prior

determination of the bot-versus-human status for control of the client device. On

the one end, if the device is determined to be very likely human controlled, then

the content that the device initially requested may be served to it—though with

security countermeasures as discussed above with respect to FIG. 2 . In the

middle, the client device may be indeterminate with respect to whether it is

human-controlled or bot-controlled. In such a situation, a challenge/response

interaction may be performed by the security system, such as by serving a

standard captcha to the client device, and determining whether the response at

the device is proper. If it is, then the content can be served to the device from

the origin server system (though perhaps with security countermeasures applied

to it). At the other end of the spectrum, the security system may determine that

the client device is most likely controlled by a bot. In such a situation, nothing

may be served to the client device, fake content may be served, and/or content

may be served that seeks additional information from the client device, such as

to perhaps obtain human input at the client device and changed the

categorization of the device from bot-operated to human-operated and/or to

obtain information that will help the security system better characterize the bot

activity, so that the security system can determine which bot net the bot belongs

to, determines the attack profile for the bot net, and other such determinations

that can be used in developing further countermeasures.



[0067] FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of a computer system 400. The

system 400 can be used to carry out the operations described in association with

any of the computer-implemented methods described previously, according to

one implementation. The system 400 is intended to include various forms of

digital computers, such as laptops, desktops, workstations, personal digital

assistants, servers, blade servers, mainframes, and other appropriate computers.

The system 400 can also include mobile devices, such as personal digital

assistants, cellular telephones, smartphones, and other similar computing

devices. Additionally the system can include portable storage media, such as,

Universal Serial Bus (USB) flash drives. For example, the USB flash drives may

store operating systems and other applications. The USB flash drives can include

input/output components, such as a wireless transmitter or USB connector that

may be inserted into a USB port of another computing device.

[0068] The system 400 includes a processor 410, a memory 420, a

storage device 430, and an input/output device 440. Each of the components

4 10 , 420, 430, and 440 are interconnected using a system bus 450. The

processor 4 10 is capable of processing instructions for execution within the

system 400. The processor may be designed using any of a number of

architectures. For example, the processor 4 10 may be a CISC (Complex

Instruction Set Computers) processor, a RISC (Reduced Instruction Set

Computer) processor, or a MISC (Minimal Instruction Set Computer) processor.

[0069] In one implementation, the processor 4 10 is a single-threaded

processor. In another implementation, the processor 4 10 is a multi-threaded



processor. The processor 4 10 is capable of processing instructions stored in the

memory 420 or on the storage device 430 to display graphical information for a

user interface on the input/output device 440.

[0070] The memory 420 stores information within the system 400. In one

implementation, the memory 420 is a computer-readable medium. In one

implementation, the memory 420 is a volatile memory unit. In another

implementation, the memory 420 is a non-volatile memory unit.

[0071] The storage device 430 is capable of providing mass storage for

the system 400. In one implementation, the storage device 430 is a computer-

readable medium. In various different implementations, the storage device 430

may be a floppy disk device, a hard disk device, an optical disk device, or a tape

device.

[0072] The input/output device 440 provides input/output operations for

the system 400. In one implementation, the input/output device 440 includes a

keyboard and/or pointing device. In another implementation, the input/output

device 440 includes a display unit for displaying graphical user interfaces.

[0073] The features described can be implemented in digital electronic

circuitry, or in computer hardware, firmware, software, or in combinations of

them. The apparatus can be implemented in a computer program product

tangibly embodied in an information carrier, e.g., in a machine-readable storage

device for execution by a programmable processor; and method steps can be

performed by a programmable processor executing a program of instructions to

perform functions of the described implementations by operating on input data



and generating output. The described features can be implemented

advantageously in one or more computer programs that are executable on a

programmable system including at least one programmable processor coupled to

receive data and instructions from, and to transmit data and instructions to, a

data storage system, at least one input device, and at least one output device. A

computer program is a set of instructions that can be used, directly or indirectly,

in a computer to perform a certain activity or bring about a certain result. A

computer program can be written in any form of programming language,

including compiled or interpreted languages, and it can be deployed in any form,

including as a stand-alone program or as a module, component, subroutine, or

other unit suitable for use in a computing environment.

[0074] Suitable processors for the execution of a program of instructions

include, by way of example, both general and special purpose microprocessors,

and the sole processor or one of multiple processors of any kind of computer.

Generally, a processor will receive instructions and data from a read-only

memory or a random access memory or both. The essential elements of a

computer are a processor for executing instructions and one or more memories

for storing instructions and data. Generally, a computer will also include, or be

operatively coupled to communicate with, one or more mass storage devices for

storing data files; such devices include magnetic disks, such as internal hard

disks and removable disks; magneto-optical disks; and optical disks. Storage

devices suitable for tangibly embodying computer program instructions and data

include all forms of non-volatile memory, including by way of example



semiconductor memory devices, such as EPROM, EEPROM, and flash memory

devices; magnetic disks such as internal hard disks and removable disks;

magneto-optical disks; and CD-ROM and DVD-ROM disks. The processor and

the memory can be supplemented by, or incorporated in, ASICs (application-

specific integrated circuits).

[0075] To provide for interaction with a user, the features can be

implemented on a computer having a display device such as a CRT (cathode ray

tube) or LCD (liquid crystal display) monitor for displaying information to the user

and a keyboard and a pointing device such as a mouse or a trackball by which

the user can provide input to the computer. Additionally, such activities can be

implemented via touchscreen flat-panel displays and other appropriate

mechanisms.

[0076] The features can be implemented in a computer system that

includes a back-end component, such as a data server, or that includes a

middleware component, such as an application server or an Internet server, or

that includes a front-end component, such as a client computer having a

graphical user interface or an Internet browser, or any combination of them. The

components of the system can be connected by any form or medium of digital

data communication such as a communication network. Examples of

communication networks include a local area network ("LAN"), a wide area

network ("WAN"), peer-to-peer networks (having ad-hoc or static members), grid

computing infrastructures, and the Internet.



[0077] The computer system can include clients and servers. A client and

server are generally remote from each other and typically interact through a

network, such as the described one. The relationship of client and server arises

by virtue of computer programs running on the respective computers and having

a client-server relationship to each other.

[0078] While this specification contains many specific implementation

details, these should not be construed as limitations on the scope of any

inventions or of what may be claimed, but rather as descriptions of features

specific to particular implementations of particular inventions. Certain features

that are described in this specification in the context of separate implementations

can also be implemented in combination in a single implementation. Conversely,

various features that are described in the context of a single implementation can

also be implemented in multiple implementations separately or in any suitable

subcombination. Moreover, although features may be described above as acting

in certain combinations and even initially claimed as such, one or more features

from a claimed combination can in some cases be excised from the combination,

and the claimed combination may be directed to a subcombination or variation of

a subcombination.

[0079] Similarly, while operations are depicted in the drawings in a

particular order, this should not be understood as requiring that such operations

be performed in the particular order shown or in sequential order, or that all

illustrated operations be performed, to achieve desirable results. In certain

circumstances, multitasking and parallel processing may be advantageous.



Moreover, the separation of various system components in the implementations

described above should not be understood as requiring such separation in all

implementations, and it should be understood that the described program

components and systems can generally be integrated together in a single

software product or packaged into multiple software products.

[0080] Thus, particular implementations of the subject matter have been

described. Other implementations are within the scope of the following claims.

In some cases, the actions recited in the claims can be performed in a different

order and still achieve desirable results. In addition, the processes depicted in

the accompanying figures do not necessarily require the particular order shown,

or sequential order, to achieve desirable results. In certain implementations,

multitasking and parallel processing may be advantageous.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A computer-implemented method for securing a content server system, the

method comprising:

identifying that a request has been made by a client computing device for

serving of content from the content server system;

serving, to the client computing device and for execution on the client

computing device, reconnaissance code that is programmed to generate

information for determining whether the client computing device is human-

controlled or bot-controlled;

receiving, from the reconnaissance code, data that indicates whether the

client computing device is human-controlled or bot-controlled; and

serving follow-up content to the client computing device, wherein the make-up

of the follow-up content is selected based on a determination of whether the

client computing device is human-controlled or bot-controlled.

2 . The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the steps of

identifying, providing, receiving, and serving are performed by an intermediary

security system that is separate and distinct from the content server system.

3 . The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the reconnaissance

code is arranged to identify on the client computing device configuration

information that indicates whether the client computing device is configured

for a human user.

4 . The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the reconnaissance

code is arranged to identify on the client computing device operational

information that indicates how the client computing device is operated after

the reconnaissance code is provided to the client computing device.



5 . The computer-implemented method of claim 1, further comprising, in

response to determining that the client computing device may be bot-

controlled, serving to the client computing device code for performing a

challenge-response test to a user of the client computing device, wherein the

challenge-response test can be solved only by a human user.

6 . The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein serving follow-up

content comprises serving fake code that is not the content from the content

server system, in response to determining that the client computing device is

bot-controlled.

7 . The computer-implemented method of claim 6 , wherein the fake code obtains

data for determining an identity of the bot or bot operator and sends the

obtained data to a central security server system.

8 . The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein serving follow-up

content comprises serving the content from the content server system, with

one or more polymorphic transformations applied to the content in locations

that do not affect functional performance of the content on the client

computing device.

9 . One or more devices having tangible, non-transitory recordable media storing

instructions that, when executed by one or more processors, perform actions

comprising:

identifying that a request has been made by a client computing device for

serving of content from the content server system;

serving, to the client computing device and for execution on the client

computing device, reconnaissance code that is programmed to generate

information for determining whether the client computing device is human-

controlled or bot-controlled;



receiving, from the reconnaissance code, data that indicates whether the

client computing device is human-controlled or bot-controlled; and

serving follow-up content to the client computing device, wherein the make-up

of the follow-up content is selected based on a determination of whether the

client computing device is human-controlled or bot-controlled.

10 .The one or more devices of claim 9 , wherein the steps of identifying,

providing, receiving, and serving are performed by an intermediary security

system that is separate and distinct from the content server system.

11.The one or more devices of claim 9 , wherein the reconnaissance code is

arranged to identify on the client computing device configuration information

that indicates whether the client computing device is configured for a human

user.

12. The one or more devices of claim 9 , wherein the reconnaissance code is

arranged to identify on the client computing device operational information

that indicates how the client computing device is operated after the

reconnaissance code is provided to the client computing device.

13 .The one or more devices of claim 9 , wherein the actions further comprise, in

response to determining that the client computing device may be bot-

controlled, serving to the client computing device code for performing a

challenge-response test to a user of the client computing device, wherein the

challenge-response test can be solved only by a human user.

14. The one or more devices of claim 9 , wherein serving follow-up content

comprises serving fake code that is not the content from the content server

system, in response to determining that the client computing device is bot-

controlled.



15 .The one or more devices of claim 14, wherein the fake code obtains data for

determining an identity of the bot or bot operator and sends the obtained data

to a central security server system.

16. The one or more devices of claim 9 , wherein serving follow-up content

comprises serving the content from the content server system, with one or

more polymorphic transformations applied to the content in locations that do

not affect functional performance of the content on the client computing

device.

17 .A computer-implemented system, comprising:

one or more computer processors; and

one or more storage devices in communication with the one or more

processors and having tangible, non-transitory media storing instructions that,

when executed by one or more processors, perform actions comprising:

identifying that a request has been made by a client computing device for

serving of content from the content server system;

serving, to the client computing device and for execution on the client

computing device, reconnaissance code that is programmed to generate

information for determining whether the client computing device is human-

controlled or bot-controlled;

receiving, from the reconnaissance code, data that indicates whether the

client computing device is human-controlled or bot-controlled; and

serving follow-up content to the client computing device, wherein the

make-up of the follow-up content is selected based on a determination of

whether the client computing device is human-controlled or bot-controlled.

18 .The system of claim 17 , wherein the steps of identifying, providing, receiving,

and serving are performed by an intermediary security system that is

separate and distinct from the content server system.



19 .The system of claim 17, wherein the reconnaissance code is arranged to

identify on the client computing device configuration information that indicates

whether the client computing device is configured for a human user.

20. The system of claim 17, wherein the reconnaissance code is arranged to

identify on the client computing device operational information that indicates

how the client computing device is operated after the reconnaissance code is

provided to the client computing device.

2 1.The system of claim 17 , wherein the actions further comprise, in response to

determining that the client computing device may be bot-controlled, serving to

the client computing device code for performing a challenge-response test to

a user of the client computing device, wherein the challenge-response test

can be solved only by a human user.

22. The system of claim 17 , wherein serving follow-up content comprises serving

fake code that is not the content from the content server system, in response

to determining that the client computing device is bot-controlled.

23. The system of claim 22, wherein the fake code obtains data for determining

an identity of the bot or bot operator and sends the obtained data to a central

security server system.

24. The system claim 17 , wherein serving follow-up content comprises serving

the content from the content server system, with one or more polymorphic

transformations applied to the content in locations that do not affect functional

performance of the content on the client computing device.
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